MULTICENTER RCT IN 24 EOS+ IEO IN THE USA: 7 EOS, 17 ICU

ADULTS
- NOT AMIC OR BEING BAGGED
- NO CRUSH

48% IMEPOX PEPE FX
73% ICU, 27% CO

PRAGMATIC
- NIPPV MASK
- TO VENT OR NIPPV MACHINE
- Fio2 100
- RR 25
- INS 210
- RR 210

JAW TIGHT

NRB X 15 FLUID RECOMMEND
36% BVM X VENT 11.9% WITHOUT 16% SOME PVC

INTENTION TO TREAT
HYPOTONIA 58.5% 9.1% VS 18.5% 1/2 RISK
ARRHYTHMIA 0.2% VS 1.1% 5X RISK

ASPIRATION NO SIG DIFF
SAT < 80% INTUCTION TO 2 MN POST INTUCTION
6.3% VS 13.2%

BUNLE
- HIGH Fio2 PEPOX
- PEEP PEPOX
- INSP PEPOX AVG. PEPOX LUCERICA
- APNEIC BREATHE
- APNEIC PEEP